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Foreword:

As a guest at the occasional ceremony
in pervious April, celebrating 15 years of
work, the Prime Minister, Zoran Milanović,
pointed out that „due to its credibility, GONG
became an institution which citizens trust“.
We have tried to keep that credibility in the
last year as well, conducting ourselves only
through the main goal of our organization promoting active, responsible and informed
participation of citizens in political processes.
At the same time, the political and social
context of our work was extremely turbulent.
The change of government, referendum on
the EU accession and the increasingly grave
business crisis are just some of the important
events which significantly change the social
and political life in Croatia. Perhaps the
most important process that we witnessed
in the previous year was the beginning of

structuring of a new social and political rift.
In that rift, there are the established political
elites at one side and on the other side, the
citizens who have the increased mistrust to
those elites. On one hand, we are witnessing
self-sufficiency and insensibility of the
political elites, with no significant difference
between the left-wing and the right-wing,
who need the citizens only for elections
every four years. On the other hand, there
are occurrences of various movements and
citizens’ organizations, some of which are
also propagating radical political actions,
even some non-democratic political
solutions. In such situation, GONG’s actions
attempt to send the message that the exit
in the existent crisis should be looked for
in development and application of the
participatory democracy where the citizens

will participate in the process of adoption
of the most important political decisions,
but they will do that after the informed and
reasoned public discussion.
Aware that the advocacy and the
implementation of the participatory
democracy model can succeed only in case
when the civil society’s strain on the political
elites is strong enough, last year GONG
actively participated in work of the Platform
112, a fist systematic attempt of the Croatian
NGOs to show their vision of society we
want to live in and to ask the government to
undertake active efforts to create such society,
through networking and common action. It
is the Platform 112, and then GONG as a part
of those efforts, that represents an example
of making and enforcing the responsible
social power. It is the power which latently

exists in the sphere of civil society, but which
manifests only in the cases when the citizens
are sufficiently determined and responsible
to attempt to upgrade the society they live
in by their active participation. The nonexistent social power enables the holders
of economic (the large capital) and political
power (political elites who do not take need
of the requirements and the interests of
the citizens in their acts) to continue with
the practice of promoting particular assets,
while neglecting public and common assets.
Bearing in mind such conditions, promoting
participatory democration and fostering
responsible social power will remain the
main goals of GONG in the future period.

Berto Šalaj, President of the GONG’s Council

GONG’s birthday,
Forum, 11 April 2012
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Electoral System
In order to come up with the complete and the
comprehensive reform of the election legislation, GONG
made the matrix form harmonization and unification
of all relevant lists into a single election legal code.
Since the government has shown political will to
regulate some of the key issues, cooperation with the
Ministry of Administration was established and GONG
actively participated in debates on voters’ list reform,
on local elections and local self-government and on
financing political activities and the election marketing.
Although GONG did make contribution to the improved
legal solutions by making sets of recommendations
and analyses for bills, the issues of the referendum,
constituencies, election system for parliamentary
elections, the role of the media in covering the elections
and the election administration are still unsolved.
cooperation with the Self-Advocacy
1. Voters’ Lists
Association
In order to make the voters’ lists more
reliable, GONG actively participated in
proposing a set of measures and procedures
which enable reduction of the number
of fictive voters through amendments of
the Act on Permanent Residence of the
Citizens and the Act on Voters List and
public communication about these topics.
At the same time, GONG was advocating
simplification and regulation of the
voting procedures, especially in relation
to the groups excluded from the political
processes.
• Voting organisation in social
institutions and other stationeries
• Exercising
voting
rights
of
persons without legal capacity in

•

•
•
•

The examples of good practice and
practice of the European Court of
Human Rights in Strasbourg were
researched in relation to the voters’
rights of persons without legal
capacity while the strategic litigation
was initiated in cooperation with the
Self-Advocacy Association
Easier unregistration was enabled
and the registration procedure for
residence registration
The procedure of voting outside
residence in the Republic of Croatia
and abroad was eased
The general administration offices
were granted independent updating
of the voters+ list regardless of the

•

fictive residences
The registration of voters who do
not have a residence in Croatia was
introduced

Right to vote for the
persons deprived of their
legal capacity, Glas Istre,
22 December 2012

2. Financing Parties and
Campaigns
In order to increase transparency of the
money flows in political processes, GONG
was monitoring work of institutions that
are competent for law enforcement and
was actively advocating improvements of
the legislative framework by influencing
the positive changes in the bill of the
Political Activity and Electoral Campaign
Financing Act.
• Creation of comprehensive archive
was suggested - a database of
donors for campaigns and political
parties and harmonization and
defining clear technical financial
procedures for accepting donations
• Further precise obligatory
publication of advertising
conditions to the subjects who
offer such services during election
campaigns was proposed, as
well as obligation of the political
parties publish their advertising
costs in details in order to facilitate
Slobodna
Dalmacija,
7.12.2012,
str. 7, in
A4 the
monitoring
of the
real costs
election
Evidencijski
broj campaign.
/ Article ID:
13261124
Vrsta novine / Frequency:
Dnevna
Zemlja porijekla / Country of origin: Hrvatska
Rubrika / Section:
Novosti

on the package of laws on local election
on 12th November at the session of the
parliamentary Local Self-Government
3. Local Elections
Board. Although the issue of ban of
GONG: And war criminals
candidacy for persons convicted for grave
When the Local Elections Act and the
can run the city, Slobodcrimes
e.g.
war
crimes,
crimes
against
Local Self-Government Act were amended,
Presscut d.o.o. -- Domagojeva 2, 10000 Zagreb,
Croatia
-tel.:
+385
1
4550
385,
fax.:
+385
1
4550
407
-www.presscut.hr
-- helpdesk@presscut.hr
humanity, abuse of position and power,
na Dalmacija,
GONG actively participated in public
white-collar crime and war profiteering
12 December 2012
debates which culminated in a debate
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The Government
is committed to
ensuring equal
dialogue on EU,
Business.hr,
9 January 2012

Second GONG debate on Croatian accession to the EU, www.gong.hr, 17 January 2012
of the representative body, which
was decreased. For example, the
right to appoint and revoke in the
bodies of the public institutions
and companies, and especially in
the media owned by the local and
regional self-government units,
should continue to belong to the
representative body, through
which, by Constitution, the citizens
exercise their right to the local selfgovernment, and not to the leaders.

4. Referendum
S obzirom na nedorečenost i neprimjerenu
Due to vague meaning and inappropriate
regulation of the procedure of calling
and implementing a referendum in
Croatia, GONG did not reach its final goal
of the comprehensive change aimed
at strengthening the mechanism of
participative democration. However, after
remained open, the changes of the local
unification of procedures for the
the timely reaction from the Ministry
law packages were mostly positive:
elections for the representative
of Administration with regards to the
• The conditions for revoking
bodies and the mayor’s elections,
registration of voters outside their place of
(referendum) of the head of the
obligatory publication or the voting
permanent residence and the reaction from
local unit were loosened and the
results at the polling stations,...
the Constitution Court and the State Election
Government’s unofficial proposal
• 385,
Actfax.:
on the
Presscut d.o.o. -- Domagojeva 2, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia -- tel.: +385 1 4550
+385Local
1 4550Self
407 Government
-- www.presscut.hr -- helpdesk@presscut.hr
Committee at other inquiries from GONG,
on abolition of the revoking
- made based on the politic
the referendum was conducted in January
institute was prevented
compromises and particular
2012 in democratic atmosphere, without
• The procedure at the local elections
interests of the mayor’s lobby,
significant critical situations. Although the
was improved in the sense of
and to the detriment of the role

attempt of political will stimulation and
returning the public focus to the needed
changes of the Referendum Act are waiting
for results, the topic was placed at the
political agenda in November 2012 at the
theme session of the parliamentary Board
for Constitution, Political System and Rules
of Procedure.
In relation to the particular referendum on
the Croatian ascension to the EU, GONG
opened the communication channels for
open and well-argued debates and thus
made a contribution towards weakening
of marginalization of the euro sceptic
positions and the increased informedness
on the referendum issue:
• Discourse analysis in the promotional
and informational campaign of the
Government, based on which the
improved communication before
the Referendum was demanded
• Organisation of a series of debates
on the EU which contributed
towards the even representation of
the euro sceptic and pro-European
standpoints,
with
enormous
response from the media
• Monitoring
preparation
and
implementation
of
the
EU
referendum which provided prompt
warnings on the administrative
problems (registration of voters out
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Boris Šprem: By entering the EU changed the relationship between labour and capital, Novi list, 8 February 2012

•
•
•

•

•

of their residence, etc)
network.
Implementation of PVT and quick • In November, Mr. Dragan Zelić
publication of authentic results
monitored the U.S. elections in Florida
Presscut d.o.o. -- Domagojeva 2, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia -- tel.: +385 1 4550 385, fax.: +385 1 4550 407 -- www.presscut.hr -- helpdesk@presscut.hr
Public
polls on the reasons of
within so-called limited monitoring
abstinence at the Referendum
mission of the OSCE
Publication of a policy paper • In October, Mirjana Grbac and Joško
on the legislative framework of
Belotti were LTO’s (long time observers)
implementation of referendum in
in Ukraine in order to prepare the
the Republic of Croatia
election monitoring
Public debate on the lessons learned • In April, Slavica Šajatović was monitoring
from the EU referendum in order
the parliamentary elections in Armenia
to place the need for an urgent
within the OSCE’s monitoring mission
change of the Referendum Act into
mainstream
Public debate on the methods
of
ensuring
continuous
implementation of reforms “After
the Referendum - What Next” as a
roundtable in Croatian Parliament,
with clear messages of Mr. Boris
Šprem, the then President of the
Croatian Parliament and Paul
Vandoren, the Head of the EU
Delegation in Croatia

5.International
Cooperation
Informing on EU, Government paid 8kn per citizen, Glas Slavonije, 21 March 2012

GONG continued the cooperation with
the OSCE’s monitoring missions and the
monitoring organisations of the ENEMO
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Good Governance
After the change of government at the late 2011, the last
year passed in the light of greater openness of the legislative
and executive government towards the public and the
citizens. A bar was raised by publication of the agendas
of closed sessions of the Government before the sessions
were held, and the practice of allocation of assets from
the budget reserves at the closed parts of the sessions of
Government was stopped. Even the Code on Consultation
with the Interested Public has been implemented to a
greater extent than in the previous years.
All of the above stated are the examples of a good practice
of implementation of principles, which GONG has been
promoting for years by numerous activities, while in
the “Good Governance” programme we saw that these
activities, as well as the results of GONG’s analyses were
treated as a valuable resource for improving the content
and implementation of public policies in the focus of the
GONG’s interest.
1. The Law and the
Practice of the Access to
Information
Even in 2012, GONG continued to
research, promote and inform on the
right to information. Thus the seventh
annual research on the practice of
exercising the right to access to
information was conducted and the
imperfections in the application of the
Data Secrecy Act underwent a special

analysis:
• The methodology of monitoring
of implementation of the of the
Law on the Right of Access to
Information was improved so
that it includes the proactive
publication of information at
the official web pages of 62
institutions and the agility of
the public authorities in case of
“sensitive” data
• Through the analysis on the
incoherence of the Law on the

Right of Access to Information
analysis and the annual report
and the Data Secrecy Act (TRAIN
on the Law on the Right of
2011 training related to writing
Access to Information
policy and advocacy analyses
• III) The need for improvement
and papers), the implementation
of the Law on the Right of
of the Data Secrecy Act was
Access to Information was
problematized, as the Data
recognised as one of 10
Secrecy Act had no control system,
criteria which Croatia needed
Novi list, 29.9.2012.,
which resulted in a number
of str. 9, A3 to fulfil before entering the
Evidencijski broj / Article ID:
13072611
violations of the constitutional
EU
Vrsta novine / Frequency:
Dnevna
right to information Zemlja porijekla / Country of origin: Hrvatska
• IV) With participation in the
Rubrika / Section:
novosti
• Conducting the research on
task force of the Ministry of
implementation of the Data
Administration for drafting
Secrecy Act at the highestthe bill on the changes of
level state institutions inspired
the Law on the Right of
positive changes, e.g. application
Access to Information, the
of the rule on obligatory request
improved legal solutions
for the opinion from the National
were enabled (intensifying
Security Council before making
the authority for monitoring
a decision on removing or
keeping a classification, and the
beginning of implementation
of a rule in implementation of
periodic assessments.
n advocating the reinforced mechanisms
for implementation of this constitutional
right, GONG continued to promote the
idea on increasing national mechanisms
and research and process the particular
cases of access to so-called “sensitive”
data.
• Introduction of a strong and
independent
institution
for
monitoring the right to access
to information - the Information
Commissioner - became a relevant
political issue:
• I) debate with the key
stakeholders and professional
audience was held at the
international
conference
“With
Information
to
Democracy” in the Croatian
Parliament,
which
was
organised on the occasion of
the International Day of Right
to Information Access
• II) In their Comprehensive
Report on the Advancement
of the Republic of Croatia,
the European Commission
quoted the results of the
Data Secrecy Act/Law on the
Right of Access to Information

Publication of the
official card cut the
cost, Novi list,
29 September 2012
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•

Still difficult to obtain
information, Slobodna
Dalmacija,
29 September 2012
by an independent body over
the implementation of the
Law on the Right of Access to
Information, increase of the
proactive publication as the
first method of exercising
the right to information,
publication of data in the
formats adjusted to the
electronic
processing,
introduction of information
re-use,...)

Discovery of the corruption
affairs was enabled, e.g. the
Medicol and the Croatian
Institute for Health Insurance
case and the legal services at
the Croatian National Television,
through GONG’s cooperation
with the reporters
By strategic litigation, the
procedures before the Agency
for Personal Data Protection
and the Administrative court
were started, and the four legal
actions at the Constitutional
Court (against the Committee
for the Election, Appointment
and
Administrative
Affairs
of the Coratian PArliament
regarding the curriculum vitae
of a candidate for Committee
for Prevention of the Conflict of
Interests; against the Government
in relation to delivery of the
agendas of the closed sessions
of the Government; against the
Zadar Water Supply Company
for proclaiming the Financial
Report a business secret and
against the Government for the
access to the records of visits to
the Government building, which
is completely protected as a
collection of personal data).

Based on the previous experience, GONG
continued to conduct the targeted
educations on implementation of the
right to access to information in the in
the public authorities:
• The training sessions on the
right to assess to information
were held in the Government
and at the State School of Public
Administration, to which GONG
made contribution by making
a curriculum in relation to the
Law on the Right of Access to
Information.
• Training sessions were held
in Split-Dalmatia County, in
cooperation with the NGO
named „Cenzura plus“

Business.hr-dnevna, 26.1.2012., str. 11, A4
Evidencijski broj / Article ID:
12072235
Vrsta novine / Frequency:
Dnevna
Zemlja porijekla / Country of origin: Hrvatska
Rubrika / Section:

Report Vodovod judicially protected as secret, Novi list, 6 February 2012
GONG urged the Government to transparency, Business.hr, 26 January 2012

Presscut d.o.o. -- Domagojeva 2, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia -- tel.: +385 1 4550 385, fax.: +385 1 4550 407 -- www.presscut.hr -- helpdesk@presscut.hr

Novi list, 13.10.2012., str. 32, A3

Novosti, 5.10.2012., str. 17, A3

Evidencijski broj / Article ID:
13107614
Vrsta novine / Frequency:
Dnevna
Zemlja porijekla / Country of origin: Hrvatska
Rubrika / Section:
Pogled

Evidencijski broj / Article ID:
13089685
Vrsta novine / Frequency:
Tjedna
Zemlja porijekla / Country of origin: Hrvatska
Rubrika / Section:
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Government, open up!,
Novosti, 10 May 2012
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2. Transparency in the
Work of the Croatian
Parliament and the
Croatian Government
Due to participation of the interested
public
in
the
decision-making
procedures, GONG continued to promote
and to monitor the implementation
of the Code of Consultation with the
Interested Public in the procedures of
passing the laws, other regulations and
acts, while the positive change was
noted in relation to the previous year:
• Out of 180 drafts of the law
discussed by the Government
in 2012, 29,44 percent (53 drafts
of the law) passed through the
internet public debate, while
23 drafts of the law that did not
reach the Government’s sessions
also passed the Internet debate
• While six ministries also used
other forms of public consultation
e.g. forums and round tables,
some ministries failed to publish
any drafts of the laws or other
regulations on the Internet
In 2012, GONG focused monitoring
of work of the highest levels of the
executive and legislative government
on the increase of participation of the
interested public in the work of the
Croatian Parliament and raising the bar
of political responsibility in the work of
the Croatian Government.
• The Rules of Procedure of the
Croatian Parliament was changed,
and nearly all parliamentary
boards
got
the
external
members, and the process of the
comprehensive
amendments
of the Rules of Procedure of the
Croatian Parliament and the Rules
of Procedure on the Transparency
of Its Work was started
• Some members of GONG and
Platform 112 were appointed
as the external members of the
Parliamentary boards
• From March 2013 the Government

FOIA or PPI unused codes for transparent government, Novi list, 13 October 2012
Presscut d.o.o. -- Domagojeva 2, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia -- tel.: +385 1 4550 385, fax.: +385 1 4550 407 -- www.presscut.hr -- helpdesk@presscut.hr
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•

•

None of the information did not come
from USKOK, Večernji list, 27 June 2012

3. Transparency of the
Local Self-Government
Units

started publishing the agendas
of the closed parts of the sessions
at their web pages, while at the
monthly level they publish the
reports on using the assets from
the state budget reserves. The
government ceased with the
practice of allocation of the assets
from the state budget reserves at
the closed parts of the Government
sessions without clear criteria.
The Government Transparency
Report pointed out to the area
of improvement in relation to
appointments and the dissolution
which were, as a rule, done at the
closed sessions
In cooperation with the Croatian
Journalist’s
Association
and
Transparency International Croatia,
GONG asked the Government
to enable the journalists to post
questions to the Government
officials in the appropriate
conditions

In order to improve the quality of research
of GONG and other NGOs,
GONG
conducted some educational activities
and preparatory researches whose results
will be published in 2013.
• The capacities of a part of the
advocacy organisations have been
raised for the improved and more
systematic monitoring of the work
of governmental institutions and
passing and implementation of
the public policies, through the
professional training within five
policy analysis trainings for the
NGO representatives involved in
monitoring of public policies
• The introductory research on the
perception of key stakeholders in
the state administration reform
on the priority problems and the
preferred methods for problem
solving, whereby GONG positioned
themselves as an organisation
dealing with a wide array of issues
related to the good governance
• The analysis of the legal and
institutionalised
framework
for the work of agencies with

In relation to the previous research LOTUS (Local, responsible and transparent
administration and self-administration)
which GONG conducts in cooperation with
the Association of Cities, the percentage
of the transparent cities was increased
for 18%, i.e. significantly; but it is also
significant that the percentage of the
insufficiently transparent and extremely
non-transparent cities was decreased for
15%.
• The LOTUS indicators were used for
the advancement of content of the
official web pages of the local selfgovernment
• The Ministry of Justice started
conducting their own research
of transparency of the local selfgovernment units made after
LOTUS.

4. The Anti-Corruption
Policy

The fight against corruption - the
result of EU pressure, Glas Slavonije,
27 June 2012
problematizing inequality of
the administration systems and
monitoring the administration
+ protocol for implementation
of the in-depth analyses of
the administration practices in
various agencies that will enable
the comparability of data in the
long term

The perspectives of the anti-corruption
policies are extremely uncertain due to
the fact that there is not enough power
within the Croatian system which could
change the foreign pressure, and the lack
of the quality analyses of the state and
the proposals for individual areas of work
became evident in autumn 2012, after
the public debate on the Action Plan for
Implementation of the Anti-Corruption
Policy. Despite the identified need for
making of the new anti-corruption
policy, no significant advancements
in its quality were perceived - despite
the strong critique from GONG and the
partner organisations, which removed
a part of the imperfections, the whole
Action plan is still unsatisfactory. After
the first independent analysis of the
content of the anti-corruption policy and
its implementation in the period 20082011, GONG became an indispensable
source of information on the quality
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Small changes in the
Rules of the Cabinet
- a great potential for
democracy,
www.gong.hr,
November 2012

of documents and the assessment of
implementation of the anti-corruption
measures, especially by the international
stakeholders and the media.
• Making policies for donations and
sponsorships of the state-owned
companies in the Action Plan after
the public debate on responsibility
and transparency of the work of
companies with the majority of
shares owned by the state held
on 13 July 2012 and organised by
the Office for Cooperation with
NGOs, Ministry of Justice, GONG
and Transparency International
Croatia
• Debate on the analysis and
recommendations
for
the
improvement
of
the
anticorruption policy at the round
table in the Croatian Parliament in
June, organised by GONG

5. The Open Government
Partnership
In advocating the amendments of the
Rules of Procedure of the Government,
which were realised in late 2012, after a

series of lobbying and advocating, the
Open Government Partnership proved
to be a very useful advocating tool. The
participation of GONG and other civil
society organisations in the Council
of the Open Government Partnership
Initiative, with the support of the
Platform 112 and the good cooperation
and partnership with the Office for
Cooperation with NGOs, made possible
that the measures in the action plan were
enhanced to be realistic and enforceable
and to really contribute towards the
open government. Therefore, it was not
a surprise that Croatia was recognised a
s a “star performer” in the global context
of the Open Government Partnership“.
• According to the amendments
of the Rules of Procedure of the
Government from November
2012, and in accordance to the
Code of Consultation, the bill
sent to the Government for the
adoption must be accompanied
by either a report on the results of
consultation with the interested
public or the explanation why the
consultation was not held
•
The International Regional
Meeting for Open Government
Partnership
was
held
in

GONG: Change the law on
conflict of interest,
Index.hr, 15 June 2012
Dubrovnik, 03 - 05 October 2012
in cooperation with the Ministry
of Exterior and European Affairs
and the civil society organisations

6. Managing the
Conflict of Interest
In expectation of the improved legislative
framework for managing the conflict of
interest in Croatia in order to understand
the conflict of interest as a situation which
requires appropriate management, not
only at the level of the state and local
officials, but also at the clerk level, GONG
systematically monitored and warned
on non-functioning of the Committee

for Prevention of the Conflict of Interest.
Since the decision of the Constitutional
Court on unconstitutionality of same legal
provisions confirmed GONG’s arguments
that the present Law was inadequate as
it treated the conflict of interest as an
apriori situation of breaching the law
and gives the competent Committee
the prosecution role, GONG continued
advocating
comprehensive
legal
amendments.
• After the decision of the
Constitutional
Court,
GONG
started a dialogue with the
relevant stakeholders of the
government structures in order to
pass a new Law on Management
of the Conflict of Interest
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The Active Citizens
and the Civil Society

In order to strengthen the role of the citizens in the
election processes, the Active Citizens and the Civil
Society Programme included GONG’s activities promoting
activism, educating and encouraging citizens and NGO’s
to activism and cooperation in the processes of political
decision-making.
1. Advocacy Network /
Platform 112

Due to synergic and solidary work of
NGOs which kept continuity of mutual
action, the Platform 112 gave a significant
contribution to numerous public policies
and the beginning of realisation of some
of the 112 demands put before the next
Government before the parliamentary
elections in December 2011. The major
success stories in the previous year are
the following:
St. Mark’s Square opens for the 1500 protesters, Novi list, 14 March 2012

Radimir Cacic should resign!, Halter, 29 June 2012

•
•

•
•
•

•

Made and publicly announced
Shadow Report on 112 days of the
Croatian Government
Final repeal of the ban of public
gathering at St Mark’s Square and
regulation of protests in front of
the Government, Parliament and
Constitutional Court buildings
Enabling voting of the people
without business capacity
Mutual candidacy of the members
of the parliamentary boards and
other advisory and task bodies
Increased number of supporters
and recognition among the
national
and
international
stakeholders
Propagation of the models of
organising to other countries
(Montenegro)

2. Civil Literacy
In order to pass the idea of the active
democratic citizenship from teachers
to students, GONG developed and
conducted a pilot programme Civil
Literacy, in cooperation with the Faculty
of Political Sciences. It consists of three
modules: political, media and the EU
literacy, 16 classes in the form of lectures,
workshops and discussions.
• 25 teachers of Politics and
Economics were trained
• A research on the attitudes of the
teachers of Politics and Economy
on political and civil education of
citizens was conducted
GONG continued to advocate systematic
introduction of civil education into

Rubrika / Section:
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Ekonomija

Evidencijski broj / Article ID:
13144887
Vrsta novine / Frequency:
Dnevna
Zemlja porijekla / Country of origin: Hrvatska
Rubrika / Section:
Novac
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NGOs may soon run out of cash, Poslovni dnevnik, 26 October 2012

•

•
Civic education in schools the school curriculum and reacted to 3. Advancement of the
from fall, Novi list, the changes in the social and political
Support System for the
5 June 2012 context.
• Support to the experimental
Civil Society
introduction of the Civil Education
into the schools in partnership
With the continual monitoring and
with the Croatian Youth Network
dissemination of information on the
and the Centre for Peace Studies
changes in the legislative framework and
• Continued
activities
and
the rules and practices of the institutions
propagation of the Initiative
working as a support to the civil society
for Quality
of4550the
Presscut d.o.o. -- Domagojeva
2, 10000 Zagreb,Introduction
Croatia -- tel.: +385 1 4550 385,
281, fax.: +385 1 4550 407 -- www.presscut.hr -- helpdesk@presscut.hr
development in Croatia, GONG actively
Education for Human Rights and
participated in several initiatives:
Democratic Citizenship into the
• In a debate on public strategy
schools after the adoption of the
of
creating
encouraging
National Framework Curriculum
environment for civil society
and composition of the subject
development 2012 – 2016.
curriculum for the Civil Education
• In a discussion on the
• Ad hoc cooperation of the NGOs
amendments of the Law on
in order to provide a support to
Volunteering, GONG actively
the introduction of the Health
advocated for the inclusive
Education into the schools
volunteering and respecting
the rights of the excluded social

educated through the GONG’s
groups, especially the disabled
e-course
months,
Presscut
d.o.o.
-Domagojeva
2,
10000
Zagreb,
Croatia
-tel.:
+385
1
4550
385,
fax.: +385 1 4550 407 lasting
-- www.presscut.hrthree
-- helpdesk@presscut.hr
people and people without the
and at least six participants found
business capacity.
a job subsequently
85 NGOs, one of them being
GONG, started the common
initiative for active participation
4. The Public Media as
in the process of priority planning
of the European Social Fund the Stakeholders of
in the Republic of Croatia and
questioning the methods of Democratic Processes
work of the contracting bodies In order to contribute towards
ensuring the support to the NGOs reinforcement of the infrastructure of
Acquisition of the administrative the public sphere and the democratic
and financial knowledge and function in the society, GONG
skills for the work in the NGOs participated in several initiatives:
• Support to the address of the
was enabled for 42 unemployed
Croatian Journalists’ Association
youth, aged 18 to 24, who were

Civil associations seeking priorities for EU funds, Jutrnji list, 26 October 2012
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•

•

for
greater
openness
of
Government and more regular
press conferences of the Prime
Minister
Participation in the ad hoc iniative
„Address for the Salvation of
public Media” where the quality
criterion and reinforcement of the
professional and ethical criteria
at the Croatian Radio Television
were demanded
Advocating for the introduction of

•

the financial monitoring, the clear
managerial responsibility and
independence of the journalist
profession in the public debate
on the amendments of the Law
on Croatian National Television
Monitoring and participation in a
discussion on Media Strategy of
the Ministry of Culture

Editors of HRT should choose journalists, Novi list, 28 May 2012

Looking for a job? Tell the GONG and H-Alter!, Tportal, 9 January 2012
Glas Istre, 29.6.2012., str. 2, A4
Evidencijski broj / Article ID:
12700088
Vrsta novine / Frequency:
Dnevna
Zemlja porijekla / Country of origin: Hrvatska
Rubrika / Section:
Novosti

GONG replied that it was a secret, Index.hr, 16 May 2012

5. GONG’s Award
for Civil Activism
and Democratic
Development
The award “GONG for civil activism and
development” was awarded to the civil
society organisations Domine, Iskorak
and Kontra for Split Pride 2011.
GONG Award for Pride 2011 Split,
Glas Istre, 29 June 2012
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Croatia and the EU
Although the referendum on Croatia’s accension to the EU
was held in January, it marked the whole 2012. GONG’s
activities were focused at the monitoring and reporting
on the advancement and the challenges of the reform
processes in relation to the rule of law, quality of democration,
good governance and the active civil society, which were
mentioned by some common features of the Report of the
Advancement of the European Commission.
The Croatia and the EU programme includes monitoring of
Croatia’s accession process to the EU in the sense of acquiring
high democratic standards and monitoring the work of the EU
institutions and the possibility of advocating and impacting
decision making. At the same time, this programme has
a development function so that GONG could adjust to the
Croatia’s functioning within the EU: from identification and
networking with the related organisations to mapping the
possibilities of the effective influence to the institutions and
processes of decision-making, as well as the dynamics of the
relations between Croatia and the EU.
1. Chapter 23 –
participation in the common activities and
coordination of reporting, GONG directly
Monitoring and Shadow
and indirectly communicated with the
relevant stakeholders in the bodies of the
Reporting
In continuation of the positioning of Croatian
NGOs as the important stakeholders in the
decision making processes and formation of
attitudes on the quality of democration and
the rule of law in Croatia, GONG continued
to contribute towards the greater visibility
of the demands of Platform 112. With

EU and its member states. The development
of the relationship with the Croatian
Parliament and its Committee for European
Integrations Board enabled even more open
communication and a good debate and
the support of the representatives of the
executive government for the parliamentary
mechanism which could ensure monitoring

Membership in the EU - the end of the transition, but no transformation Croatian, www.gong.hr, 26 October 2012

Day when Šeks blushed, Halter, 29 October 2012
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•

•

a counselling body of the EU
Development of the initiative for
foundation of the Platform of NGOs
for
international
development
cooperation
Participation at the international
conferences (4th Western Balkans
Civil Society Forum; Regional civil
society conference “For Europe and
for Western Balkans”,...)

3. Transferring the
Experience into the Region
Milkman occurred
Varšavska again, Index.hr,
24 February 2012
and the quality of the started reform
processes in relation to the rule of law.
Among others, GONG accomplished this at
the following ways:
• Inputs of the European Commission
for the first report on implementation
of the obligations from the Chapter 23
(February)
• Inputs of the European Commission
for the Comprehensive Report on
Monitoring the Accession Obligations
(April - May)
• Policy memo - comments to the
Comprehensive report published in
October
• Regular consultations and occasional
briefings with the representatives of
the member states and the interested
public of the EU (Brussels, Paris,
Berlin,...)
• Thematic session of the European
Integrations Board co-organised
with the Platform 112, dedicated to

the findings of the Comprehensive
Report of the European Commission
on Monitoring the Readiness of the
Republic of Croatia for Membership in
the EU in the Chapter 23 - Legislature
and Fundamental Rights (October in
the Croatian Parliament)

2. Networking at the
European Level
Along the education and informing on the
procedures and methods of exercising law in
the EU, GONG also worked on meeting the
related NGOs in the EU member states and
the existing network at the EU level, as well as
monitoring the positioning of the Republic of
Croatia at the European scene.
• EGSO – Marina Škrabalo, as a
representative of the Platform 112,
chosen as one of the three Croatian
NGO representatives at the European
Economic and Social Board (EESB), an

Due to considerable experience in monitoring
and reporting on the EU negotiation process,
GONG participated in several initiatives in
order to improve the policy of EU enlargement
and the quality and support to the reform
processes in the other countries.
• Policy memo „Transparency in

•

•
•
•

EESC - a bridge
between the EU
institutions and civil
society, www.gong.hr,
20 February 2013
retrospect – Lessons Learned from
Croatia“ prepared for a debate in
the European Parliament on the
advancement of the EU enlargement
policy
Podgorica, Montenegro: cooperation
with the Centre for Peace Studies
with the support of the NGO network
formed at the initiative of the Centre
for Development of NGOs
Belgrade, Serbia: presentation of the
Platform 112 at the TTF conference
Zagreb: transferring the experience
within the study trip of the Coalition
143 from Bosnia and Herzegovina
Idea and help with defining the
indicators for monitoring of the
quality of management of the
Montenegrin government DURBIN
(Good Administration - Better
Institutions) Administration - Better
Institutions)
Accession to the EU - a
blessing or a curse for
NGOs, www.gong.hr,
10 May 2012
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Organizational
development

During 2012, significant resources were invested in
development of GONG as the professional „think do
thank“ organisation, and the major contributions were
made by the new experts who additionally reinforced
the foundations of the programme work and the
organisational system. GONG entered 2012 with 14
employees in the organisation, and at the end of the
year, there were 18 employees, making a well organised
unit.
Based on the strategic planning and the action plan from
May 2011, the organisational development, reforms
of the internal procedures and individual aspects of
work were continued and GONG obtained an internal
structure of a think do thank organisation comprising of
the following coherent units who accomplish the vision
and mission of GONG through the mutual synergy:
Research Centre

GONG’s Research Centre continued to
develop as a three-member team which
in synergy with other teams coordinates
research activities, conducts researches
and offers analytic support to the present
advocacy activities. With the development
plan which includes the multidisciplinary
and multi-sector cooperation, the Research
Centre develops under the maxim „With us,
the approximate becomes checked“.

Education Centre

GONG’s Educational Centre was formed as a
small operational unit functioning as a core
of cooperation networks interested for the

development of the educational curriculums
and policies. In 2012, the educational pilot
programme Civil Literacy was conducted
in cooperation with the Faculty of Political
Sciences, several workshops were held
(policy analysis, project management,...) and
the GONG’s ground bases for introduction
of education for democratic citizenship into
schools were developed.

Advocating Activities

GONG’s representatives actively participated
in a number of bodies formed by the
executive government for communication
with the interested public and preparations
of the amendments of the legislative

framework and enforcement of policies:
• task forces for the amendments of
the right to access to information,
voters lists, financing of parties and
campaigns, local elections; lobbying,
volunteering,...
• Council of the Open Government
Initiative
• theme task forces for preparation of
the programme documents which
would represent the base for usage
of assets from the structural and
Cohesion funds for the EU financial
period 2014-2020.
• Nenad Zakošek and Dragan Zelić
were elected as external members
of the parliamentary Board for
Constitution, Rules of Procedure and
Political System
• Vesna Kesić was elected as a member
of the National Council for Monitoring
the Implementation of the Strategy

for Combating Corruption
GONG was recognised as a most visible NGO
for 10.3% of participants in the research
“Visibility and Public Perception of Civil
Organisations in Croatia 2012” by the Ivo
Pilar Institute, for the needs of the office for
Technical Assistance to the NGOs (TACSO).
According to the results of that research,
in the last five years the number of citizens
who understand the meaning of the term
civil organisation and the number of those
who experienced some useful effects of their
activities, however the citizens’ perception
on possibility on influence of the NGOs to
making political decisions decreased. In
relation to the communication through the
media, GONG continued the good and open
cooperation with the journalists and the
traditional media, and developed a special
cooperation in the form of a column of Jelena
Berković with the printed political magazine
Forum, which was closed too soon. At the
same time, GONG noted the increase in
usage of their own media:
• The publication of the monthly
newsletter in Croatian was continued
(1356 subscribers) and a regular
bi-monthly edition in English was
introduced (420 subscribers)
• Communication through social
networks e.g. Facebook is being
developed; GONG had 1400 followers
at Facebook by the end of 2012 and
Twitter account was opened - round
100 individuals followed GONG’s
Tweeter account by the end of 2012
• In 2012, the web page www.gong.
hr had 137 607 visits (91 162 unique
visitors) where, after the home page,
the most popular sub-page was the
one with the instructions on how to
submit an inquiry pursuant Act on
the Right to Access to Information
and the election results based on
GONG’s PVT at the parliamentary
elections in December 2011.
• During the campaign before the EU
referendum in January 2012, GONG’s
web page was visited by 25 600
unique visitors 56.7% of them being
new visitors.
• The new web page is being designed
and it will be published in March
2013.

Rubrika / Section:

novosti
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NGOs took every euro with Governments help, Novi list, 27 February 2012

Financial and
Administrative
Management

GRIF

GRIF - the accounting office specialised for
civil organisations is a registered accounting
business activity of GONG as a civil society
Presscut d.o.o. -- Domagojeva 2, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia -- tel.: +385 1 4550 385, fax.: +385
1 4550 407 -- www.presscut.hr -- helpdesk@presscut.hr
GONG ensures its financial independence which provides the surplus income through
and stability by diversification of financial accounting, financial and administrative
sources. In 2012, the majority of projects services; it is used as a source for selfand programmes were thus financed by financing for its basic statutory activities and
the EU pre-accession funds, international the increase of the financial independence
private foundations and games of chance in through diversification of GONG’s income.
Croatia, with the increased income from self- In 2012, GRIF had a total profit of 396,836.00
HRK whereby it increased the self-financing
financing.
On the basis of contributions, taxes and sur- income to 10.39% of income in the total
taxes GONG paid 1,007,269.67 HRK to the income of GONG.
state budget. At the same time, GONG was By using the GRIF’s services. the non-profit
not financed by the state budget – the assets organisations are enabled the quality
paid in that way were actually the assets financial management, credibility of the
from the EU pre-accession funds which are client before the donors and a larger focus
conducted through decentralised system at the base activity. In 2012, many of the 31
and the Ministry of Finance only forwards clients passed the regular quality control
them. Likewise, the assets that GONG processes of donors and supervisory
receives through the National Foundation boards, but since July 2012, they were also
for Civil Society Development do not checked in the action of tax supervisions in
necessarily come from the state budget, civil organisations. The four-member GRIF’s
but primarily through the income from the team with years of accounting, financial and
games of chance and contests and from the administrative experience led the users and
basic property, donations and other income. GONG itself throughout the process of tax
The average net salary in GONG in 2012 was supervision, which had satisfactory results
in accordance to the average salary in Zagreb both for us and, more importantly, for our
and it amounted to 6,611.80 HRK on average clients.
for 18 employees, 15 of them with higher In order to develop GRIF in the direction
of the realistic needs of the NGOs and
education degree.
for advocacy of the more appropriate
procedures of financial management and

reporting required by the state institutions
and donors, the GRIF team conducted a
research in December, on the needs of the
NGOs regarding the improvements of the
financial management in all aspects of the
accounting and project finances. At the end
of the year, GRIF also got its internet picture a webpage www.grif.hr

Appreciations
The complete activities of GONG would not
be possible without the wide support of the
individuals and the organisations who put
up their own resources into GONG’s activities,
for which we are grateful to:
• 349
volunteers
(referendum
monitoring and other activities)
• 10 senior students of political science
and journalism (internship)
• Ms Mirjana Rakić, a journalist from
the Croatian National Television
(moderation of three debates)
• Vladimir Pran, election consultant
(designing PVT pattern)
• Open Society European Policy
Institute (logistic and advisory
support in Brussels)

•
•
•
•

•

HSM informatika d.o.o. Zagreb
(providing 5 licences of the ADOBE
Acrobat software)
AVC d.o.o. Zagreb (discount for
using the equipment in EU IN Forum
debate)
Iskon Internet d.d. Zagreb (free
additional landline telephone line
and increased Internet speed)
HUP Zagreb d.d. Zagreb (free rent
of the hall and 40% discount for
accommodation of the participants
of the training within the MECSO
project in the Hotel International)
To all sponsors of the reception and
celebration of 15th anniversary of
GONG (Croatian Journalist Society,
Zagrebačka pivovara d.o.o. brewery
and “Ličanka“ brewery)

In 2012, GONG had a chance to learn and
cooperate and to develop partnership in
implementation of mutual projects with the
Faculty of Political Sciences in Zagreb, the
Human Rights House, the Self-Advocacy
Association, Association for Promotion of
Human Rights and Free Media CENZURA PLUS
and the Centre for Democratic Transition from
Montenegro.
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Statement of Income

Financial Report

INCOME
Income from the state Budget 						

0

Funds of Office for Cooperation with NGOs for co-financed EU Projects		

0

Income from contractual donations					

GONG is a civil society organisation that is predominantly
financed by donations (from the national and overseas
donors) obtained for realization of projects and activities
within the scope of its mission.
Without the support from the donors, GONG would not
be able to achieve the set goals, but the levels of GONG’s
independence and its independence on the sources of
funds are clearly visible from the data on various and
numerous sources of support for implementation of
projects and programmes: from the EU funds and the
Republic of Croatia through international and domestic
foundations to self-financing.

3.313.665

Income from membership fees

				

1.660

Income from citizens’ donations

				

13.137

Income from provision of intellectual services

		

44.660

Income from provision of accounting and financial services

396.836

Other Income (exchange rate differences, interests)			

48.365

Total Income 							

3.818.322

EXPENDITURE
Personnel expenditures						

2.176.643

Material expenses and depreciation					

1.393.482

Transfer of donations to partners
Financial expenses

				

105.999

						

29.428

Other expenses								

0

Total Expenditure							3.705.552
Income Surplus1						
1

The fiscal year lasts from 01 January to 31 December. The financial report includes the balance sheet,
income and expenditure account and expenditure by budget lines. All amounts are stated in Croatian
Kuna (HRK).

112.770

the amount to secure liabilities in 2011 and agreed project activities in 2012.

Expenditure by Budget Lines
SALARIES

Balance Sheet

Net salaries of the employees

LIABILITIES

ASSETS
Financial Assets		

493.560,00

Duties		

Non-Financial Assets

108.175,00

Own Sources

Total Assets

601.735,00

Total Liabilities

538.965,00
62.770,00
601.735,00

Other staff expenditure
Salaries - taxes, insurance and contributions
Total Salaries

1.243.019
27.000
933.624
2.203.643
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OTHER COSTS

Income from contractual donatios

Intellectual Services

67.297

Students’ Contracts

11.210

Honoraria (copyright contracts, work contracts)

191.280

Accounting, legal and notary public services

60.033

Income from membership fees

Translation and proofreading services

23.503

Income from citizens’ donations

Media consulting and advertising services

27.216

Evaluation and Consulting

41.833

Income from provision of intellectual sevices
Income from provision of accounting and financial services
Other Income

IT services
Audio, video and printed materials

52.516

Office rent

56.485

Utilities

75.567

Communications (Internet, phone, postage)

52.164

Amortization and Maintenance

55.638

Travel and accommodation costs for the staff (education, public gatherings, meetings)

41.953
12.110

Space rent for public events, gatherings, debates, etc

13.852

Representation (education, public gatherings, meetings)

62.420

Financial expenditures and bank services							
Other costs

EU Funds
Foreign and Commonwealth Office
Balkan Trust for the Democracy
Royal Netherlands Embassy
Other

148.075

Remuneration for travel to and from work

Transfers of donations to the partners

National Foundation fo Civil Society Development

141.228

Office supplies

Travel costs to other persons (Referendum 2012, MECSO)

Open society Foundation

110.482

105.999
29,428
148.621

Total Other Costs

1.528.909

Total Costs

3.732.552

Income from contractual donations
Open Society Foundation
National Foundation for Civil Society Development
EU Funds

1.070.685
514.700
1.487.267

Foreign and Commonwealth Office

46.541

Balkan Trust for Democracy

56.989

Royal Netherlands Embassy

30.000

Other
Total income from contractual donations

107.484
3.313.665

GONG
A: Trg bana J. Jelačića 15/IV, 10000 Zagreb, Hrvatska; T: (01) 4825-444; F: (01) 4825-445;
E: gong@gong.hr; W: www.gong.hr; GIRO: 2360000-1101561882; OIB: 61867710134
www.twitter.com/GONG_hr
www.facebook.com/GONG.hr
www.youtube.com/wwwGONGhr
www.linkedin.com/company/GONG

